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“Let there be charity, so that other people
can share my family’s prosperity”
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Trustee's Message
Shri. L . Gopalakrishnan
Managing Trustee,

PSG & Son's Charities
Post Box No.1609, Avinashi Road,
Coimbatore - 641 004
Tamilnadu, India.
Phone: 91 422 2572265,
E-mail: charity@psgtech.edu

Leaders become great, not because of their power, but because of their ability to
empower others. - John Maxwell
It appears like a dichotomy, but it is true when I say,
I am at once both proud and humbled that PSG
Institutions has an unrivalled reputation amongst
students and all other technical institutions. It has a
proud history and has an impeccable reputation in
producing high-calibre, motivated individuals who are
ready to enter the world of professional services.

With ethics at the heart of everything that we do, and
a packed academic calendar and industry
partnerships, our students at PSGiTech stand out in
the job market by their excellent academics, and by
increasing their employability and also by learning
new skills and engaging in extracurricular activities
during their time in PSGiTech.

Leadership is all about nurturing, enhancing and
empowering; and the Management of PSG Institutions
strongly believes in that, and PSGiTech stands
testimony to that belief. PSGiTech has been entrusted
with a committed team who knows that a good
placement can enhance the future employment
prospects of our students immeasurably.

PSGiTech is another milestone in the long epic
journey of PSG Institutions. In its ceaseless quest for
providing holistic education, it has traversed through
different generations and has witnessed many
changes in the field of education and has always
pioneered and raced ahead of its times. This fluidity
and adaptability to give back to the society, the best in
education and young people with good moral values is
the foundation, on which rests the cornerstone of
success of our students at PSGiTech
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Principal's Message
Dr.P V. Mohanram
Principal

PSG Institute of Technology and Applied Research
Avinashi Road, Neelambur
Coimbatore - 641 062.
Phone: 0422-3933666
E-mail: principal@psgitech.ac.in

Much of the success can be attributed to high quality
teaching-learning ambience in the campus and
industry collaboration. We have pledged ourselves to
hosting high quality events to increase the opportunity
for aspiring students to interact face-to-face with top
level people from the industry. Our college brims with
seminars and workshops given by employers and
industry experts which give them an upper hand over
the crowded talent pool.
Our students have access to expert and professional
guidance from a team of faculty and career advisers.
PSGiTech coming from a rich heritage has invested in
modernizing its infrastructure and our students
receive hassle-free, upto date information related to
academic and non-academic processes through a
single window system.

We pride ourselves on ensuring maximum continuity
and productivity in everything we do, including
internships, projects and industrial visits which are
essential to produce graduate-quality students. All
our students are vetted to ensure suitability, and they
have the right motivation and personality to suit
prospective employer's specific requirements.
Keeping with the tradition of PSG Institutions,
PSGiTech will also produce globalized citizens.
Keeping in line with this, we conduct programmes on
a regular basis to heighten the self-awareness of our
students, increase empathy in the young generation
and instil ethical and moral sensitivity.
We sort the 'students' and provide you a short-list of
quality, pre-screened candidates for your esteemed
selection. Alongside excellent academics, our
students develop their employability skills. We,
therefore, give them every opportunity to gain these
skills so that you can be sure they will excel in your
organization.
It's a true win-win.
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About the Trust

About the College

The trust started in 1926, has worked towards building
on ideals of Gandhism and in the process educated over
300,000 students mostly from economically weaker
sections of the society. As India moves into the global
stage with the world's largest youth population, PSG's
ideal of creating high capacity youth matched with
stellar quality would find greater resonance with all
those who serve for the common good of the society.
PSG Institutions are unique where growth, excellence,
equality and ethics are considered imperative and
hence, combined together and provided as a package
to the youth who, is turn will contribute to nation
building.

PSG iTech, the latest initiative of PSG and Sons'
Charities, aims to realize its objective of enhancing
youth empowerment through technical education. This
institute caters to various engineering disciplines,
focusing on learning, industry engagement of students,
innovative and inclusive pedagogy, and ethics.
PSG Institute of Technology and Applied Research aims
at effective transfer of knowledge, pursuit of truth and
moulding the students to become ideal citizens of the
country

Key Insights
1. First place in Academic
Performance among 520+
non-autonomous Engineering
institutions in Anna University
since inception.
2. Sprawling campus of 40
acres with carpet area
around 10 lakh sq.ft.
3. Solar powered campus with
260 kW capacity.
4. Green campus to be certified
by GRIHA.
5. Well-equipped laboratories
and centers of excellences.
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6. Laboratories in
collaborations with
industries with state of the
art testing facilities.
7. Innovation Center promoting
inter-disciplinary product
development.
8. Faculty student ratio - 1:12
9. Effective pedagogical
training for faculty through
Centre for Teaching Learning Practices.
10. Value added skill
development programmes
focusing on the latest
industry developments.

11. Strong Industry- Institute
interface.
12. Collaboration with
universities abroad .
13. Ample opportunities for
associations, sports and
club activities.
14. Yoga and Meditation for
holistic development.
15. Students can avail
opportunity to learn
foreign languages like
German, Japanese, etc.

Vision of the College
To achieve excellence in education and research, and
nurture engineers who will face global challenges to
serve industry and society.

Mission of the College
To facilitate active learning and vocational training.
To encourage and promote questioning spirit and
'can-do' entrepreneurial attitude.
To foster industry-institute collaboration.
To ignite passion for creative work and selfless
service towards a sustainable world.
To provide intellectually stimulating environment,
conducive for research.
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Academic Rigour
Curriculum:

Value Added Courses:

Syllabus prepared by Anna University, Chennai is
revised once in four years. The syllabus of every
subject is fairly voluminous and covers a wide range
of topics pertaining to the subject matter. The
syllabus of each subject covers the basics needed for
an engineer in that discipline. All faculty members
cover the syllabus completely by taking up
appropriate measures.

Each department conducts a set of value added
courses which cover the topics beyond the syllabi
relevant to industries. The courses are conducted by
experienced practising professionals, beyond the
working hours. These courses bridge the gap between
theoretical knowledge and 'state-of-art' technology
that is practised in industries.

Laboratory Courses:
Learning takes place by doing rather than lecturing hence, more emphasis is given for Laboratory classes. Each
Laboratory is primarily equipped with machines of modern age. Pre-viva and post-viva voce examinations are
conducted in all laboratory sessions. Laboratories are kept open till 8.00 pm, for the benefit of students.

Teaching Pedagogy:
All the classrooms are equipped with LCD projectors, Audio system and computer with internet connectivity.
Faculty members are periodically trained in the area of teaching pedagogy.
Techniques like peer-learning, flipped classroom, quick response system (clickers) are used to improve the
engagement of the students in the learning process. Online examinations are conducted using Moodle software
to assess the depth of understanding by the students.
Faculty members prepare micro-teaching material for every class which ensures effective utilization of the
teaching resources.

Mini Projects:
Students are encouraged to do mini projects using centers of excellence and product application centers. These
projects are displayed during parents meeting and Annual day.
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B.E Programmes Offered
Civil Engineering

Electrical and Electronics Engineering

Computer Science and Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Electronics and Communication Engineering

Demographics
Total no.of Faculty members : 80

29 Doctoral degree

51 Masters degree

Faculty Members with

Faculty Members with

Total no.of Students : 955*
2014-15

Mech.(69)

EEE(69)

ECE(69)

CSE(67)

Civil (68)

2015-16

Mech.(70)

EEE(72)

ECE(67)

CSE(68)

Civil (65)

2016-17

Mech.(55)

EEE(59)

ECE(53)

CSE(58)

Civil (47)

* Includes the students admitted during the academic year 2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17

CIVIL

ECE

2014 -15 | 2015-16

2014 -15 | 2015-16

95.59%

ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE*

98.46%

97.10%

97.01%

2016 -17
93.61%

2016 -17
98.10%

CSE

EEE

2014 -15 | 2015-16
95.52%
94.12%

2014 -15 | 2015-16
97.06%
90.27%

2016 -17
93.10%

2016 -17
96.61%

MECH
2014 -15 | 2015-16
94.20%
90.00%
2016 -17
96.29%

*Overall pass percentage of various disciplines in the Anna University examinations, Dec 2016

CIVIL

ECE
MIN
MECH
MIN
181.00

| MAX

186.20

199.33

MIN

| MAX

170.50

194.25

| MAX
197.50

CSE

EEE
MIN
172.00

|

MAX

MIN

197.00

172.00

STUDENTS
INTAKE
QUALITY*

| MAX
198.00

* Cut-off out of 200 of the students admitted during the academic year 2016-17 under OC & BC categories
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Department of Civil Engineering
About the Department
To reward professional employment, primarily to plan, analyze, design, construct, maintain and manage
civil & environmental engineering systems
To connect in community, public and professional service.
To engage in lifelong learning by way of participation in post graduate education and research.
The department has a team of well-experienced and dedicated faculty members with knowledge in the areas of Structural
Engineering, Infrastructure Engineering, Environmental Engineering, Geotechnical Engineering and Transportation
Engineering. The department has established the Centre of Excellences such as Seismic Analysis Centre, GIS Centre and
Project laboratory to promote and develop the research capabilities and the professional activities of the students and
faculty.
Hands-on-trainings are conducted in every semester to improve the understanding level of concepts and the practical
applications.

Laboratory Facilities
Strength of materials lab
UTM (100 ton capacity), Torsion Testing machine (100Nm
capacity), Optical Brinell and Rockwell Hardness testing
machine, Digital Spring testing machine.
Concrete Lab
UTM, CTM, Los Angeles Abrasion Testing materials,
Bitumen extractor, Strength Receive extractor.
Soil Mechanics Lab
Triaxial shear testing machine, Direct shear testing
apparatus, Unconfined compression apparatus, CBR
apparatus.
Environmental Engineering Lab
Atomic Absorption Spectroscope, Gas Chromatograph.
Survey Lab
Theodolites, Total Stations, GPS Receivers.
Computer Centre
75 systems equipped with Auto CAD, STAAD Pro, Arch
GIS, Ansys, Primavera, Rivit Architecture and ETABS
software.

Research, Innovation and Development :

The department is well-equipped with the state-of-art
laboratories in the field of Structures, Hydraulics,
Concrete Technology, Surveying, Soil Mechanics, Environment and Transportation to enhance the practical knowledge of
the students. Thereby, the department encourages and facilitates activities leading to innovative product development
and consultancy.
05
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Courses offered
Core Papers
Engineering Graphics

Soil Mechanics

Engineering Mechanics

Foundation Engineering

Mechanics of Solids

Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering

Strength of Materials

Environmental Engineering

Structural Analysis

Water Resources and irrigation Engineering

Design of RCC Elements

Hydrology

Design of RCC and Brick masonry Structures

Construction Materials

Design of Steel structures

Construction Techniques, Equipment and Practice

Prestressed Concrete Structures

Pavement Engineering

Finite Element Techniques

Highway Engineering

Bridge Structures

Railways, Airports and Harbour Engineering

Pre Fabricated Structure

Construction Planning and Scheduling

Tall Buildings

Repair and Rehabilitation of Structures

Mechanics of Fluids

Management

Applied Hydraulic Engineering

Traffic Engineering and Management

Surveying

Total Quality Management
Principles of Management
Value Added Courses

Centre Line Marking

Analysis and Design using STAAD PRO, ETABS

Water quality Testing

Revit Architecture

NDT Techniques

Plumbing system design

Mapping Techniques using GIS

Project Management using Primavera, MS Project

Projects
To emphasize learning, the department places prominent effort on students for doing projects in the following
fields.
Eco Friendly Construction materials
Analysis and Design of Multi storey buildings
Soil Stabilization Techniques
Seismic Resistance Structures
Resource Mapping

Town Planning and Traffic Management
Water and Air Purification
Solid Waste Management
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Department of Computer Science and Engineering
About the Department
The Department's mission is to provide strong theoretical and practical knowledge in design, implementation, and
analysis of computational systems along with problem solving and communication skills to understand and effectively
solve the problems of the society. The department will identify and ignite the young minds and foster applied research
in the field of computer science & engineering.
The faculty in the department have a rich blend of industrial and professional experience in various fields. This will help
the students to be Industry Ready. Peer Learning, Flipped Class room and other novel methods are employed to
enhance the teaching-learning process.

Laboratory Facilities
Computer centre has more than 300 High end
machines with specification of i5 processor and
16GB Ram. Separate lab for communication
development. All the labs are equipped with necessary
equipment and software.
Cloud & Data Analytics Lab
Oracle & ICT Lab
Cisco & Virtualization centre
Mobile & IoT Lab
SAP Lab

Research and Development
The department encourages and facilitates activities
leading to innovative application development like
Staircase Climbing ROBOT
Expense Manager Application
Students Admission systems
Online examination software
Website Developments
MOU’s with Industries / Universities
SAP Labs, Germany
Nexmoo solutions, Chennai
Cisco Networking Academy, USA
ICT Academy - Govt.of India
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Courses offered
Core Papers
Computer Programming

Computer Graphics

Programming Data Structures I & II

Mobile Computing

Database Management Systems

Distributed Systems

Computer Architecture

Compiler Design

Computer Networks

Artificial Intelligence

Operating Systems

Cryptography and Network Security

Design and Analysis of Algorithms

Grid and Cloud Computing

Software Engineering

Software Testing

Internet Programming

Game Programming

Object Oriented Analysis and Design

C# and .NET Programming

Theory of Computation

Data Analytics & Social Network Analysis

Electronics Engineering

Management

Analog and Digital Communication

Professional Ethics in Engineering

Micro Processor and Micro Controller

Total Quality Management

Digital Signal Processing
Value Added Courses
Software Testing –Selenium Tool

Android and iOS Application Development

Oracle10g/11g, MySQL

PHP &Python Programming

Visual Basic, C#

HTML5, CSS, JQuery, Angular JS, Firebase, Node JS

R Programming , Apache SparkR

German Language

Android Apps
PSGiTech College app, Hostel Manager, iTechMap
Blood Donor, PSG iAsk(Q&A Forum)
ViewC
Bon Anniversaire
Food Hunt
iTechfest
AU courseware Outline
Bookhere
Atapp, Pest Repeller

Corporate Contest Participation
Our students Regularly participate in many
corporate competitions and bring laurels to the
department and institution.
Google Code Jam, Asia Pacific test
Bosch Hackathon
Siemens Hackathon
AICTE CII Wheebox Test
TCS Code Vita
IBM TGMC
ACM ICPC Asia

Internships
The Department effectively prepares students to pursue their internship projects in various industries in and
around Coimbatore. In addition to that three Industrial Visits are planned every semester and all our students
undergo internship during semester vacations.
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Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering
About the Department
The department of Electronics and Communication Engineering strives to produce top-notch engineers with global
competence for industry, research and academia. The major objective of the department is to foster innovation,
design, and creation of eco-sustainable products to meet the growing technological demands. The department has a
team of committed faculty members who have great fascination towards teaching and research with knowledge in the
areas of Applied Electronics, Communication Systems, Embedded Systems and VLSI Design. They strive hard to
inculcate interest in students towards research and technology.
The department also associates with various industries to create awareness about state-of-the art technologies. In
this process, department has established Centres of Excellence such as NI-Graphical System Design Centre and
Keysight Centre for Excellence in RF design to promote and develop research capabilities of the students and faculty.

Laboratory Facilities
The department facilitates experiential learning of
theoretical concepts with well-equipped state-of-the art
laboratories in the field of Electronic Devices and
Circuits, Linear and Digital Integrated Circuits. Whereas
Digital Signal Processing Lab is powered by Texas
Instruments and Communication Systems Lab is
powered by Keysight Technologies. In addition to the
above, Embedded Systems, Optical and Microwave
Engineering labs have also been established.
Students are trained to use sophisticated, higher end
hardware like ARM processor, TI-DSP Development
boards, Xilinx ZedBoard ZynqTM, DSO, MSO, VNA and
software like RF wireless communication suite using
LabVIEW, MATLAB, Cadence Design Suite, Xilinx Vivado
Software, Code Composer Studio, Keysight VEEPRO.

Projects
To instill a strong desire for research and to impart
practical knowledge, the department promotes
innovative research in cutting edge technologies and
indigenous product development. The typical fields of
projects include:
Sensor Interfacing using LabVIEW
Biomedical Instrumentation
RF based Applications.
Wireless communication
Electronic-based applications
Embedded systems
The department has also organized NI-Project Exhibition to showcase the students’ potential in designing and implementing
innovative projects.
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Courses offered
Core Papers
Electronics Engineering

Communication Engineering

Circuit Theory

Communication Theory

Electronic Devices and Circuits

Transmission Lines and Wave Guides

Electromagnetic Fields

Digital Communication

Signals and Systems

Principles of Digital Signal Processing

Digital Electronics

Optical Communication and Networks

Control Systems and Engineering

Satellite Communication

Linear Integrated Circuits

Wireless Networks

Microprocessor and Microcontroller

Wireless Communication

VLSI Design

Antenna and Wave Propagation

Embedded and Real-time Systems

Digital Image Processing

Medical Electronics

Speech Processing

Electrical Engineering and Instrumentation

RF and Microwave Engineering

Robotics and Automation

RF System Design
Computer Science Engineering Courses

Computer Programming (C, C++)

Computer Networks

Object Oriented Programming and Data Structures

Computer Architecture

Operating Systems

Soft Computing
Management

Principles of Management

Professional Ethics in Engineering

Total Quality Management

Entrepreneurship Development
Value Added Courses

Sensor Interfacing using LabVIEW

Hands-on Training on Embedded System Design

Hands-on Training on Cadence

Computations using MATLAB/Simulink

Circuit Simulation using PSpice and MULTISIM

Interfacing USRP using LabVIEW

Digital Design using VLSI

RDBMS

Student Activities
The department of ECE comprises of dynamic and vibrant students who organize many activities, such as Guest
Lectures by Industry Experts, Workshops, Project Exhibitions and Quiz Competitions for the benefit of the student
community through ECE association. The department has initiated steps to establish professional bodies like
Institution of Engineers (IE) and Indian Society for Technical Education (ISTE) for the professional growth and
development of the students and faculty. Further, the students also participate in many club activities like
National Service Scheme (NSS), Youth Red Cross (YRC), Yoga and Meditation Club, Entrepreneurs Club (E-Club)
and English Literary Forum (ELF). They also excel in sports and bring laurels to the department and to the
institution.
The efforts of the department never stops with technical aspects, we always inculcate in our students on spirit of
value based education and life-long learning with a strong commitment to ethical practices and service to
society.
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Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering
About the Department
We, the faculty members of the Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering are committed to
transfer knowledge and skills in the field of Electrical and Electronics Engineering to our students. We
facilitate our students to build a strong analytical mind, learn to work as part of teams, develop good
communication skills, sustain the desire to learn, and develop leadership and management skills.
Our department has a blend of highly-experienced as well as young and dynamic faculty members who
work with enthusiasm to make learning enjoyable. Our well-equipped laboratories, and classrooms equipped
with audio-visual systems provide a good learning ambience. Currently, our department offers the Bachelor
of Engineering (BE) programme in Electrical and Electronics Engineering.

Laboratory Facilities
The laboratories functioning in our department are :
Engineering Practices Laboratory,
Electric Circuits Laboratory,
Electronics Laboratory,
Electrical Machines Laboratory,
Control and Instrumentation Laboratory,
Microprocessor and Microcontroller Laboratory,
Power Electronics and Drives Laboratory,
Power System Simulation Laboratory.
Our department also has more than 90 personal
computers for use by our students.
Projects
To reinforce learning, the department places emphasis
on students implementing projects. More than 17
projects were completed by our students during their
fifth semester in the fields of Control and Automation,
Measurement and Instrumentation, and Conservation of
Energy.
Research, Innovation and Development
The department encourages and facilitates activities
leading to innovative product development. To provide
opportunities to achieve this goal, the following Centres
of Excellence are being setup:
Centre for Innovation Product Application Centre
Embedded Systems Laboratory, supported by Nuvoton, Taiwan
Robotics Laboratory, e-Yantra Lab Setup Initiative, supported by Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai
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Courses offered
Core Papers
Electrical Engineering
Circuit Theory

High Voltage Engineering

Electromagnetic Theory

Protection and Switchgear

Electrical Machines

Special Electrical Machines

Transmission and Distribution

Power Electronics

Measurements and Instrumentation

Power System Transients

Power System Analysis

Flexible AC Transmission Systems

Power-Plant Engineering

Power Quality

Electric Energy Generation, Utilization

Power Electronics for Renewable

and Conservation

Energy Systems

Control Systems

High Voltage DC Transmission

Solid State Drives

Power System Dynamics

Power System Operation and Control

Computer Aided Design of Electrical Apparatus

Design of Electrical Machines

Advanced Control Systems

Electronics Engineering
Digital Logic Circuits

Microprocessors and Micro controllers

Electronic Devices and Circuits

Microcontroller based System Design

Linear Integrated Circuits and Applications

Advanced Digital Signal Processing

Discrete Time Systems and Signal Processing

VLSI Design

Computer Science

Management

Computer Programming

Principles of Management

Object Oriented Programming

Professional Ethics in Engineering

Applied Soft Computing

Total Quality Management

Embedded Systems

Value Added Courses
Algorithms and Data Structures

Digital Design using VHDL

Electromagnetic Interference and Compatibility

Computations using MATLAB/Simulink

Digital Image Processing

Programming with Python

Circuit Simulation using PSpice, and Multisim

PCB Design using Eagle

Internships
All our students, in addition to visiting industries frequently, actively take-up internship during semester
vacations. 68 students of our department have undergone internships in various industries, and in-plant training
in TANGEDCO (Tamilnadu Generation and Distribution Corporation Limited), Coimbatore.

Student Activities
The students of our department organise many activities, such as Workshops, Symposiums,and Guest Lectures
by Industry Experts. These events are planned and conducted by the Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Association (EEEA), an association that is fully managed by the students. All the students of our department are
members of EEEA. Our students participate in many community development activities under NSS.
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Department of Mechanical Engineering
About the Department
Offers comprehensive education for Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering which attracts highly meritorious
students
?
Emphasizes the role of engineers in contributing to the progress of the society
Has a fine blend of highly experienced and young faculty members with high academic credentials who work with
enthusiasm to make learning meaningful.
Fully equipped laboratories with sophisticated equipment that help practical training, research and consultancy
activities.

Laboratory Facilities
Fluid Mechanics Laboratory
Flow measurement devices, different types of pumps
and turbines, adjustable channel mini hydraulic flume
model, metacentric height apparatus, apparatus for
calibration of notches, apparatus for calibration of
orifices and mouthpieces
Metrology and Sensor Interface Laboratory
Zeiss 3D CNC CMM, measuring instruments like
micrometer, vernier caliper, comparators, electronic
height gauges, force, temperature, displacement
sensors, strain gauges, data acquisition system
Thermal Engineering Laboratory
IC engine test rigs for conducting load test (mechanical,
hydraulic and eddy current loading), heat balance test,
retardation test and computerized Variable compression
ratio engine for measuring actual PV diagram along with
data acquisition system, Cross section models of Four
Stroke & Two stroke engines, Thermax make Steam
boiler and turbine setup
Heat and Mass transfer Laboratory
Modes (conduction, convection and radiation) of Heat
transfer study apparatus, Heat exchanger study
apparatus,Multi cylinder air cooledreciprocating
compressor, Air conditioning & Refrigeration test rig with
R 134a and HC refrigerants, Fluidized cooling tower
Dynamics Laboratory
Balancing machine, beams, governor, turn table apparatus,
motorized gyroscope setup, vibration measurement apparatus, and models
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CAD Laboratory
Software packages like AutoCAD, Solid works, ABAQUS,
ANSYS and CATIA, Intel Xeon server with E5 core
processor, 64 GB RAM and 3 TB hard disk
CAM Laboratory
LMW makeCNC Lathe, CNC milling machine, Edge CAM
software
Product Application Center
Cut sections, tear down models and functional models of
automotive, refrigerators, compressors, washing
machines & other commonly used machine elements to
provide application knowledge and technical knowhow to
the students

FESTO Mechatronics Laboratory
Pneumatic kits (Basic, Advanced), Electro Pneumatic
kits (Basic & Advanced), Pneumatic Simulation
Software, Cut sections models of pneumatic
components, hydraulic trainer kit, micro controller
elements, microprocessor trainer kit and image
processing trainer kit
Product Development Laboratory
Power tools, TIG arc & gas welding, surface table, CNC
Router machine for sheet metal cutting, 3D printing
setup

Courses offered
Design Engineering

Thermal Engineering

Engineering Mechanics

Heat & Mass transfer

Strength of Materials

Engineering Thermodynamics

Design of Transmission systems

Power Plant Engineering

Dynamics of Machines

Fluid Mechanics and Machinery

Design of Machine Elements

Gas Dynamics and Jet Propulsion

Kinematics of Machinery

General Engineering

Computer Aided Design

Technical English and Communication skills

Finite Element Analysis

Computer Programming

Manufacturing Engineering

Management

Manufacturing Technology

Engineering Economics

Metrology & Measurements

Professional Ethics in Engineering

Engineering materials & Metallurgy

Total Quality Management

Computer Integrated manufacturing systems

Allied courses

Mechatronics

Environmental Science and Engineering

Automobile Engineering

Basics Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Electrical Devices and Controls
Value Added Courses

Concepts of Engineering Design (CED)

Industrial Engineering tools and practices

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerance (GD&T)

Applied Hydraulics and Pneumatics

Key Insights
Invited lectures and value added courses offered by industry personnel on recent trends to bridge the gap between
academia and industry practices.
Faculty and student industrial visits, compulsory in-plant-trainings and internships during end semester vacations.
To reinforce learning, the students undergo projects on their own in every semester. Such projects are
demonstrated to industry community during industry-academia conclave
Encourage students to attend symposiums, workshops and events conducted by institutions like NITs, IITs and
other reputed institutions. The students are also actively participate in various industry led technical competitions.
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Student Life
PSG Institute of Technology and Applied Research (PSG iTech) provides an environment conducive for the overall
development of the student. The well experienced and dedicated faculty team ensures that an effective teachinglearning environment persist both inside and outside of the classroom. Participation by the students in cocurricular and extra-curricular activities help in the overall development of the student. The holistic courses
offered in the campus boost the ethical and moral values in the student.

Co-curricular Activities
Students at PSG iTech undergo several co-curricular activities which enhance their technical
and inter-personal skills. The students go for multiple industrial visits each semester, they
undergo implant training during semester break. Students take up project work during the
initial semesters itself, which help them in understanding the theoretical concepts well and
facilitate conference and journal publications. Laboratories in addition to those in the
academic curriculum helps in a better understanding of the concepts.

Sports Activities (Sudeva)
PSG iTech has excellent indoor and outdoor sport facilities. The students actively participate
in various sports events and represented the college at various inter-collegiate and national
level competitions and have won several prizes.

Cultural Activities (Advaya)
The campus of PSG iTech is vibrant with cultural activities. The students participate
actively in various debates, music, dance and other cultural activities within the campus and
also participate in various intercollegiate competitions.
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Clubs @ PSG iTech
The various clubs in PSG iTech are intended for the
professional development of the students. The
activities of the clubs are managed by the students
under the mentorship of a faculty member.
Ÿ

Astronomy Club

Ÿ

Dance Club

Ÿ

Eco Club

Ÿ

English Literary Forum

Ÿ

Entrepreneurship Club

Ÿ

Fine Arts Club

Ÿ

Gynachetra

Ÿ

Higher Education Forum

Ÿ

IE Students Chapter

Ÿ

Industry Advisory Board

Ÿ

ISTE students Chapter

Ÿ

NCC

Ÿ

News Letter – Tarangini

Ÿ

NSS

Ÿ

PSG iTECH Music

Ÿ

Science and Humanities Association

Ÿ

Tamil Mandram

Ÿ

Wellness Centre

Ÿ

Yoga and Meditation Club

Ÿ

Youth Red Cross Society
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Gallery
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Advancing Knowledge
Transforming Lives

Placement and Training Cell

PSG Institute of Technology and Applied Research
Avinashi Road, Neelambur, Coimbatore - 641062, Tamilnadu. India
Ph : 0422 - 3933444 Fax : 0422 - 3933456 Mobile : 95008 14830
E-mail : placement@psgitech.ac.in
Website : www.psgitech.ac.in
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